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Abstract

In September 1984, it became Air Force policy to consi-

der supportability equal in importance to cost, schedule,

and performance in weapon system acquisition. All levels of

management, particularly system program office (SPO) manage-

ment, must be made aware of wherein the weaknesses in Air

Force design and contracting strategies, of how these weak-

nesses can be overcome, and of how these strategies can work

together to place the needed emphasis on supportability.

The objective of this research was twofold. First, it

attempted to discover the importance of supportability in

aircraft system design. Secondly, the research provided

information for SPO managers to use in directing contrac-

tors, via contractual requirements, to design for supporta-

bility. It also provided program managers with information

on technologies they can promote as supportable without

sacrificing cost, schedule, and performance. To meet these

objectives, 20 individuals managing advanced technology

programs were interviewed. Interviewees also discussed how

the system acquisition process could be improved to increase

emphasis on supportability. Ele'-en advanced technologies

are presented for their potential contribution to improving

the supportability of future aircraft systems. Applications

v



of any of these advanced future air::raft systems. Applica-

tion of any of these advanced technologies will result in at

least one of the following: increased reliability,

decreased need for support requirements (i.e., maintenance

manpower, support equipment, etc.), or decreased maintenance

repair time. Also, four acquisition strategies are

presented for their potential contribution to increasing thie

level of emphasis placed on supportability in aircraft

system design.

vi
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SUPPORTABILITY IN AIRCRAFT SYSTEMS THROUGH TECHNOLOGY

AND ACQUISITION STRATEGY APPLICATIONS

I. Introduction

Background

In September 1984, the Secretary of the Air Force.

Verne Orr, and Air Force Chief of Staff, General Charles

Gabriel, signed a letter stating the United States Air Force

considers supportability equal in importance to cost,

schedule, and performance in weapon system acquisition.

These four factors are to be used to assess the value of

contractors' proposals and to competitively rank each

proposal submitted to the Air Force for a given acquisition.

For the purpose of this thesis, the following defini-

tions apply. Cost is defined as the amount paid or payable

for the acquisition of property or services (8:179).

Schedule is that part of a contract which sets forth details

of the property to be delivered or services to be performed

in a given timeframe (8:610). Both these terms are used by

system program office (SPO) management to assess whether the

contract is within budget and will be completed on time.

These are indicators of system progress used only during the

acquisition phase. Performance and supportability are

factors which will characterize the system throughout its



lia cycle. The performance factor controls the item being

procured by establishing operating requirements supplementei

by quality assurance provisions and form, fit, and function

limits (8:518). Supportability is qualitatively and quanti-

tatively defined by the activities that create and sustain

warfighting capability. These activities include organ-

izing, training, and equipping for the deployment and enploy-

ment of aerospace systems. Supoortability includes reliabil-

ity and maintainability (R&M) characteristics of the systen.

All of these factors (cost, schedule, performance, and

supportability) influence the decision process. During

acquisition there may be tradeoffs between any two or more

of these four factors as programn requirenents or priorities

change.

The SPO is the only organization in the Air Force

authorized to negotiate with contractors during acquisition.

For this reason it is imperative for the SPO to be an advo-

cate of supportability if its contractors are to design

aircraft systems to be operationally supportable. The

typical SPO is designed to find and develop a solution to a

validated current or projected operational deficiency. The

SPO explores concepts, studies and valiuates possible alter-

native solutions, and then manages the development and

initial production of the new system. The SPO is the focus

of all Air Force management and direction of weapon systen

acquisitions (17:4).

2
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R&M 2000 is an action plan to institationalize the Air

Force conmitment to accelerated reliability and maintainabil-

ity improvements in new and fielded systems. Five goals in

the R&M 2000 action plan focus Air Force efforts in the area

of R&M:

1. Increase warfighting capability.

2. Increase survivability of the combat support

structure.

3. Decrease mobility requirements per deploying unit.

4. Decrease manpower requirements per unit of output.

5. Decrease costs.

Note that improving R&M is not one of the goals; however,

improving R&M is the vehicle for achieving the goals.

During the past three years, interest in supportability

has filtered down to all levels of Air Force management and

influenced the programs and activities they oversee. But,

as a finding in the report of the President's 1985-86 Blue

Ribbon Commission on Defense Management indicated, this

influence is limited. This is Jue in part to the fact that

logisticians, advocates of supoortability in the SPOs, 1io

not have the authority to ensure supportability is given the

same consideration as cost, schedule, and performance

factors in acquisition (40:8). A major task of the Blue

Ribbon Commission was to evaluate the defense acquisition

system, to determine how it might be improved, and to

recommend changes.

V5



In a 1936 article Dr. James P. Wade, Assistant Secre-

tary of Defense for Acquisition and Logistics, also stated

that senior logisticians in the SPOs do not have authority

equal to that of the senior engineers and contracting

officers. The lack of authority of logisticians stems from

the need for: (1) a more integrated approach to logistics

by the SPOs, and (2) quantified supportability tradeoffs

(55:4).

Integrated approach refers to a team or system approach

in designing aircraft systems. That is, all aspects of an

aircraft system are considered in its development with

emphasis placed on the optimum design of a systen for its

life cycle. The SPO is structurally organized to implement

the integrated approach but that integrated approach is not

used effectively in the day-to-day business o1 design.

Marconi Von Spangenburg viewed the SPO's approach to design

as segmented under separate nanagemennt functions (54:64).

Acquisition logisticians must have quantitative data to

define the tradeoffs between supportability issues and

performance, cost, and schedule issues. One e. nole ' te

gain to be made by quantifying suoportability comes frin

Rockwell. "In the past, we would put our R&M guys in thie

same room with the engineers, and they would just start

waving their arms around," noted the vice president for

supportability, Advanced Tactical Fighter (APF) systems,

Rockwell International. Rockwell logisticians are beginning

4
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to replace "arn waving" with output froin quantitative data

bases containing supportability information. This has

enabled them to inter-zat equally with their engineering

peers to influence design decisions (29:18).

It is the contractor who designs and builds support-

ability into aircraft systems. Therefore, SPO management

must influence the contractor's supportability perfornance

directly. The articles and report previously cited supgort

the notion that mere guidance is not going to bring about

the needed reforms to place supportability issues at the

forefront in weapon system design. The Air Force must

ensure industry's undivided attention is given to supporta-

bility through strong contractual incentives, both positive

and negative. By raising the consideration level of support-

ability in source selection, increasing supportability incen-

tives during development, insisting on warrantie3 tn inrVII.-

tion, and extendin.g the contractor's participation and

responsibility beyond the factory and into the field, the

Air Force will be able to bring about the improvement

desired (44:125).

As the Air Force continues to investigate ways to

increase the level of supportability in current aircraft

systems, it is recognizing that the intelligent application

of technologies can result in significant improvemerts to

supportability. For example, the High Reliability Fight-2r

(HRF) Concept Investigation study effort identified

I.,.



opportunities in tne tachnolojy base for reliability, main-

tainability, and supportability improvements. It then

analyzed the impact of the improvements on aircraft design,

and developed viable design concepts for the iijhil reliable

fighter aircraft requiring minimal support (38). These tech-

nologies in the appropriate applications have the potential

to increase reliability, decrease the need for support equi)-

rnent, reduce maintenance manpower requirements, and/or

decrease maintenance repair time.

All levels of managemiernt, particularly acquisition

prograin management, must be made a4are of where:in lie the

weaknesses in Air Force design and contracting strategies,

how these weaknesses can be overcome, and how these strat-

egies can work together to place the needed emphasis on

supportability. To focus more specifically on supportabil-

ity, SPO management should:

1. Consider supportability equal to cost, schedule,

and performance because of its contributions to life cycle

cost and to operational availability of the aircraft system.

2. Use acquisLtion strategies to emphasize the inpor-

tance of supportability.

3. Design new aircraft 4eapon systems from an inte-

grated approach using state-of-the-art technology that from

the outset emphasizes supportability.

6
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Statement of Problem

This thesis investijated how current and future technol-

ogies and new acquisition strategies can used to briij the

supportability factor to a lev'-l -.qual to the cost, sched-

ule, and performance factors in the decisions made by Air

Force system prograin offices.

Research Questions

The objective oC >ii reseir-:n 4.as :4or*[L. 'iri,

attempted to discover the importance of supportability in

aircraft system desiji. Secondly, the r sear:h provided

information for program managers to use in di-ecting contrac-

tors, via contractual requirements, to design for supporta-

oility. it also provided progran nanagers with infornatign

on technologies they can promote as supportable dithout

sacrificing cost, schedu2le, and perf.rcnance.

Research Questions

In the attempt to accomplish the research objectives,

the following questLot,; were investigated and answered:

1. What contracting stratejies exist r 3ioild )e

implemented which would give equal consideration to support-

ability, cost, schedule, and perfor:nanc2 in the acquisition

process?

2. What current or new tchnologies will make futu'>±

aircraft systens mor e supportble without sacrificinj cost,

3chedule, and perfornance?

*17
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Limitations of Study

This study was linite, to investigating acquisition

strategies and technologies which can be applied during the

development and acquisition phases oE .Iir .'ve aircraft

systems. Technologies were limited to those applicable to

major systems on aircraft researched by the Air Force Wrijht

Aeronautical Laboratories.

Literature Review

Importance of Supportability. The Presient's Bllie

Ribbon Panel on Defense anagrnent stat-ed:

There is a need for an infor:ned tradeoff betweaen
quantity and quality. At some ooint, more weaoons
of lower performance can overnome fawer deapons of

higher performance [40:131.

Witn an increase in compleKity comes a commitment increase

in cost 4hich, in the context of a fixed DOD budget man

fewer aircraft can be procured.

New tchnolo3ies enphasizing supoortability are begin-

nin to be usel in iesigns of new Air Force veaoon svstens.

The resul" of t)eFs_ twchnol,)ies dill likely be

aircraft availability. Highly coinple-x aircraft whi7'h have

supportability desijiel into jiv - back through availability

the quantity advantage which is lost with the high cost of

complex aircraft. Prv,n rU:' stanipoint, suopor ability can

be consider~ed a fo'ce ,nultilier.

:* a



The concept of force multiplier refers to the qualities

inherent in an air-.raft system which provide toe capability

to quickly relaunch an aircraft on successive missions. The

more airzraft which are launched, the higher the aircri

availability. This can be accomplished by assigning more

.aircraft per squadron, or keeping the same number of

aircraft but making them more supportable (1:4; 17:7).

Aircraft which are highli supportable can be relaunched with

shorter turnaround times.
W
. According to General Larry D. Welch, then Air Force

Vice Chief of Staff, in 1985:

The F-15 nad no spare parts or manpower shortage
but a reliability ani maintainability (R&M)
problem. The first F-15's had tremendous
performance capabilities but frustrating R&.M
problems. What hao-rn* , lici ij :-ie acquisition
process was that in order to meet the threat,
reliability and maintainability were traded off
for performance priorities [19:10].

General Robert Russ, Commander ol Tactical Air ConmanA (T C)

in 1995, stated:

Due to tihe "fin-i and fix" aooroach used over the
late decade on the F-15's, its reliability hal
been improved to the point thatt today it can fly
two and a half times loniger between corrective
maintenance actions it could a decade ajo. This
is a force multiplier that translates into e'<tra
planes for a battle commander. A one pe.rcent
increase in mission capable rate for a force of
700 F-15's Is the equivalent of adding seven more
F-15's to the inventory [18:10].

.49
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The "find and fix" approach to R&M has b-en successfully

applied to other weapon systems resulting in improvements to

the F-100 engine, avionics, modiffications of the F-Ill, and

offensive avionics update for the B-52 fleet.

In a 1982 Air Force Institute of Technology thesis, a

research question was posed as to wli-ther aircraft availabil-

ity increased with improved aircraft maintainability. The

research indicated there was a significant positive relation-

ship between availability and percent reduction and percent

reduction in reoair tine. Purthermore, the research found

evidence indicating increased availability through reducel

*,L.[ntenance time was related to increase-i availability

through additional aircraft (12:65-66).

Not only should supportability be viewed as a force

multiplier from an availability standpoint, but also as a

neans to reduce operating and support costs and, in turn,

life cycle costs. With the Air Force operating on a fiKed

budget, the less money spent on operation and support of

aircraft systems, the more money thut could be applied to

other budget items. For example, the Air Force could place

more emphasis on increasing the quantity of buys and the

amount of research and development it funds. This reapplica-

tion of funds would have to be requested in the Air Force

annual p -ogran and budget requests submitted to the Secre-

tary of Defense.

10
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In the final analysis, the ability of the Air Force to

incorporate perfornance and supportability features in its

aircraft systems will largely dictate the combat potential

of prospective aircraft systems and their capability to

successfully deter or engage an enemy (14:201-242).

Acquisition Strategies. The Pentagon in 1985 had

contracts with 20,000 prime contractors and 150,000 subcon-

tractors w.hich together employed 1.25 million people thr-u-h-

out the United States. In 1935, the Pentagon paid to toes

contractors and subcontractors $246 billion for a dile

variety of goods and services (19:144). With such a huge

expenditure, and the need for a wide variety of goods, one

dould expect a lot of competition for government contracts

throughout private industry. In actuality, the states of

affairs in the DOD procurement structure nay stifle

competition and discourage firms from doing business vith

the U.S. Government.

A 1934 report to the President on the state of small

busiiess stated that lithin DOD (which account. for approxi-

mately 80 o-er_,ent of i~ll filet-al )ur-:lia.;-3- oii:u

portion of prime contracts awarded to small ousiness in FY82

was less than 20 percent. Further, DOD's buy was concen-

trated in the hands of a relatively few large business

firms, with the top 21 receivinj about 45 percent of the

budget (52:23). Small firms contribute approxinately 39

percent of the nation's gross natirial product (GNP) an.i

% %
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represent over 98 percent of all U.S. business establish-

ments. Small busineass(e3 are lefined, in general, as those

with less than 500 employees (13). The Small Business

Administration (SBA) attributed this disparity to the multi-

tude of regulations the Government has established in trying

to assure the quality of what it procures. Compliance with

these complex regulations is costly and discourage man!

small businesses fron contracting with the veder _ l Iovern-

-ment. As a result, DOD is not *ile to take advantage of the

innovation of the younger, smaller entrepreneurial firms.

Currently only five percent of the Pentagon's total

procurement dollars are awarded on a formal closed-bid

basis. Sixty percent go out in contracts that are "comoeti-

tively negotiated" with a few companies that the Pentagon

officials deem "qualified." The remaining 35 percent of the

DOD procurement dollars involve no bidding at all

(19:144-145). They are used either to fund sole source

prograns between a single bidder and the Governnent or to

extend existing contracts.

DOD, in establishing a new oro,:-in, ),ti to aeth

request for proposal (RFP). The RFP includes nilitary specL-

fications which, on larger programs, can run to thousanis of

pages. Industry then submits proposals in response to the

RFP. The ov.:ly detailed RFP with its syste-n speifications

sarves as a basis for defense contractors to prepare ° conp-eti-

tive proposals describinj how they woulI meet the

5- 12



specifications. Preparation of comoetitive orooosals may

expose technical problems with the 3pecifications or reveal

modifications that 4ould be ,host cost effective. The envi-

ronment for program competition encourages improvements with-

in the specifications but discourages modifications that

deviate from specifiC-r.t )Is. This closes the door on one

principal factor--tradeoffs between performance/supportabil-

ity and cost--on which competition should be based. The

resulting contract award, based mainly on cost, all too

often foes to the contractor whose bid is the most optinis-

tic (40:7).

Joseph Wright, Jr., Director, Office of Management and

Budget, stated in 1985 that the procurement process needs to

be simplified and competition increased. A goal, he sail,

is the shift from the use of complex design speifications

to simplified performance specifications (39:C). DOD should

reduce its use off nilitary specifications when they are not

needed and improve the usefulness of the specifications when

they are needed. To do this could mean using a mininum of

military specifications but 'ipplenent:_d with commerciaLly

used specifications. Military specifications could be oaseI

more on iniustry standards such as those published by the

American National Standards Institute and the American

Society for testing and Materials. This would provide the

incentive for DOD to use commercial devices and products to

13
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a greater ectent and attract more firms to bid on DOD

contracts.

In support of these facts and opinions, the Report to

the President on Defense Acquisition recommended that:

Federal laws governing procurement should be rico-
cheted into a single, greatly simplified statute
applicable government-wide (40:13].

The Air Force RFP and Statement of Work should
include a functional description of the desired
product and not refer to military specifl:ations.
This aould allow the bidders: 1) to choose fron i
4;LJdr range of technologies in responding to the
proposal, 2) to use more commercially available
products at more competitive prices, and 3) to
respond knowing the oroposal is evaluated for
quality not lowest price [40:71.

Recognition of anothetr -EicL:rncy in th-e nilitary regu-

lations has come to the forefront qith the increased empha-

sis on supoortability. This deficiency is in defining and

calculating the parameters used as R&M requirements. Mean

time between failure (MTBF), an example of a reliability

parameter, is calculated from predicted or actual flight

data. System R&M requirenents are established by the using

organization at the onset of tne program. These require-

ments: (1) dictate the R&M design of the system, (2) serve

as the basi5 for reliability demonstration testing, (3) are

compared to flight test R&M measurements, and (4) are used

as a baseline against which to both award reliability incen-

tive warranties (RIW) and determine program success or

failure. The parameters are not defined as part of the

14



requirenents but are left for inteDrretation by tlie orj-ni-3-

tions which generate, mea:sure, report, or use them.

The user's R&M requirements are published in the State-

ment of Operational Concept (SCC) specifying, for example, a

150-hour MTBF requirenent. What is meant by failure? Does

it include all hardware failures or are there contractual

exclusions? Are software errors included? MT3!3 s :alcu-

lated as the number of failures divided y ooet:ijour.

What is meant by operating hours? Does it includes ground

operation or just flifjt tine? Should a factor be included

to equate laboratory test time to flight tine so the two

sets of time can be added together to count as ooerating

time? Nowhere in the DOD or Air Force regulations are these

questions answered.

in maintainability, a requirement for mean time to

repair time (MTTR) is exclusively a contract tern as defined

in AFR 900-13. Yet, it appears in the SOCs as an opera-

tional term as, for exa:nple, in the low altitude navigation

targeting infrared for night (LANTERN) and anti-satellite

(ASA) o rojrns. If the 1-!i J oraniz-tion ha:s -oecif i

R&M requirenent3, then the parameters to easur, t- se

characteristics should be stlt_ d clearly to avoid any

misunderstanding.

On actual example of tnis misunderstanding ani lack o[

communication between usr- and developer is an existing

avionics syste,n. The avionics systmn rlIuir ,nent for

13
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l0-hour MTBF was satisfied a:3 the developer interoreted tna

requirement. The contr.:r showed, via a reliability

prediction, that the system design could achieve at least

150-hour MTBF. For a total of 1,740,000 system operating

hours actual failures (hardware only) logged were 10,431.

Thus, the MTBF of the system was 167 hours, surpassing the

requirement. This data came from actual Air Force D056

field data (16:26). D056 i3 an operational data base fEr

recording all maintenance actions performed on weapon systam

and associated equipment in the Air Force inventory.

The misunderstanding stems from the fact t-iat Df the

23,193 maintenance actions performed on this avionics syste:n

and recorded in D065, the developer found 2,188 to be "no

defect" (no identifiable reason for outage): 2,966 were

removals to facilitate other maintenance (not failure);

4,911 were actually caused by other on-aircraft maintenance

actions; and the remaining 13,123 4ere labeled as ir'ites.

However, of the 13,129 failures, 900 were induced and, of

the remainder, 1,797 were solv :I iy idjustments. That

laves only 10,431 consi~erd as relevant faiLures,

resulting in the 167-iour MTBF reported by the developer.

But the user had to deal with the real qorld number of

23,193 maintenance actions. As far as the user was

concerned, all 23,193 maintenance actions were relevant and

the system's real MT3F was 75 hours (18:26).

16



Spares and manpower wer assigned to nai-tain triis

system based on the 157-hour MTBF. This discr-2oancy be2tw n

the 167-hour MTBF and the user's 75-hour MTBF left the user

with a system short of spares and manpower to perform the

required maintenance.

The Air Force definitions of reliability and maintain-

ability terms are not standardized across organizations.

With this fact acknowledged, the Air Force has difficultj

determining with any degree o c )rideflce the gains and

losses to be achieved through supportability measurements.

Also, the Air Force cannot confidently award to its contrac-

tors reliability incentive warranties (RIK) for achieving

supportability goals that are not previously defined.

Application of Technology. State-of-the-art technol-

ogy is most often chosen for incorporation in a new or

existing aircraft because it will increase some aspect of

the aircraft weapon system's performance. Technology must

be considered for what it has to offer from a sup .' ability

standpoint as well. New designs must ise technology which

enhances both su:) rii )lity and performance. This w4s a

conclusion reached :3 th2 President's Blue Ribbon Commi 'sion

on Defense Management which statted:

DOD should place a much greater emphasis on using
technology to reduce cost--both dir-L1.j by
reducing unit iaquisition cost and indirectly by
improving the reliability, operability, ani main-
tainability of military equipment [40:19].
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The continued incorooration of advanced and highly

complex technologies in aircraft systems has resulted in

growth in the number of Air Force specialities (AFSs)

required to keep the hariware operable. The complexity and

diversity of the vn rkforce specialty structure

has Dade the maintenance organization very ananpower inten-

sive. In the past, this manpower intensive, highly special-

ized maintenance organization was tolerable because of the

abundance of lo4 cost manpower; operations from large, fixed

industrialized main operating base.3; and importance of

massed force over force mobility.

4P- Those things which permitted and encouraged a manpower

intensive maintenance organization are chanjing. ManpowerS..

costs are increasing and so i: competition among the

Services for a dwindling manpower pool. The Air Force is

also changing the way it plans to fight. No longer -ill it

operate from large, vulnerable, fixed main operating bases.

In the future, it will operate from a large number of

dispersed locations in small self-sufficient units. This

new strategy means maintenance units must be mobile and mor-e

flexible (3:3).

Effective operations under this new strategy can

benefit from renewed emphasis on equipment designed to be

supportable with two levels of rn-intenance, flightline and

depot. This means improving component reliability and

imaintainability to reduce ,iiLitnance workload and increase

13
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weapon syste:n availability. It also means maxinizirvg

"on-equipment" repair capability and reIucin4 the need for

deployed support equipment and "off-equipment" repair

facilities.

The needed emphasis on supportability issues must be

considered at the beginning of the design process and should

continue throughout the life cycle of the air raft system.

This is crucial due to the way the Air Force approaches t'he

design of new aircraft systems. Lt Col Don H. Story, Chief

of U.S. and Allied Assessment on the Air Force's Checkmate

Team, compared United States and Soviet applications of

technology this way:

When ae determine the nee- fo .i w ooerational
system, we tend to 1 ELjq fron a blank piece of
paper. The Soviet approach is more likely to take
what has worked in the past and deliberately adapt
or combine it With something else to ,meet their
requirements. Because they avoid state-of-the-art

technology, R&M are inherent in their systems.
Because we design to state-of-the-art, we have to
focus specifically on R&M [18:14].

Marconi Von Spangenburg noted another difficulty with

the Air Force's cur rent desiqn aoproach. His view is :.-:

Air Force aircraft design suffers fron the traditional

approach of treating develooin2nL of the hardiware--the

airframe, engine, and avionics--as sesparate issues unle.r

separate management. Only at the *-nd of tile -evelopment

cycle is an attempt made to put them all together as a

system. This approach negatively impacts both performance
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and supportability. Diagnostics, fault detection, and fault

isolation are areas of supportability oarticularly impacted

1. by this independent approach to design. It is the interac-

tion between subsystems which can be a maintenance night-

mare. When a problem occurs, it has to be determined from

individual subsystem diagnostic codes wherein the fault

resides. In many cases it is not an individual subsystem

that is at fault but its interface with other subsystems and

the airframe. In the design process, emphasis must be

balanced from the outset between what is demanded of tne

aircraft system's operational capabilities and of the combat

support system (54:64).

Summary

A lack of supportability features in aircraft systems

iinpacts maintenance personnel on the flightline; operations

officers in the battlefield; supply personnel; budget

personnel; and the list goes on. By using aircraft systens

designed with state-of-the-art technology, the %ir Force is

taking the risk of leveloping compleK air-raft without

needed suopor abitity featu res. it is i.nperitive t.a

system progra-n managers recognize these risks and ase avail-

able resources to overcome them.

There is great potential in terms of cost savings,

increased service life, and quantitative advantages to be

realized from aircraft systems if technology and contracting

strategies are used to enhance the role of supportabitity.

20
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II. Methodology

Research Plan

A literature review and unstructured interviews of kir

Force personnel were the means by which information was

acquired to answer the investigative questions. The unstrac-

tured interview was used to promote a fr-e-flowing exchange

of thoughts and ideas. Questions asked in each intervi3a

were tailored for the particular technology area being

reviewed. Questionnaires did not allow for the variety of

questions asked and would have required follow-up questions

on an additional questionnaire. Follow-up questions could

be asked during the initial interview. Also, questionnaires

did not allow for elaboration of a subject arlEa as well as

an interview (2:211-12).

Steps for Investigative Question One

Reports, theses, and journal articles written on Air

Force acquisition practices were reviewed. This information

was used to dev:-lop initial questions to be asked of person-

nel interviewed from: the Air Force Wright Aeronautical

Laboratories (AFWAL); the Integrated Logistics Technologies

Office (ILTO); and the Air Force Coordinating Office for

Logistics Research (AFCOLR). From these sources, it was

determined if axisting acquisition strategies must be er-

cised more fully by system program managers to encourage

21
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a =_nphasi3 on suoportability in toeir Aircraft system

programs. If ieficiencies in acquisition strategies

- existed, these wer2 identified along with possible corrc-

tive actions.

Steps for Investigative Question Two

A review of technical journals, magazine articles, and

* reports was conducted to provide tne interviewer With a back-

ground of information on ne. ... c:nologies be ing ,evelooei

for future use in Air Force aircraft systems. This oack-

ground information was used to develop initial questions to

be asked of personal intervieded frDn: the four Air Por-e

Wright Aeronautical Labratories (AFWAL) ; the Integrated

Logistics Technologies Office (ILTO); and the Air Force Coor-

dinating Office for Logistics Research (AFCOLR).

Interview Sample

To explain why personnel of particular organizations

were interviewed, it is necessary to describe their organiza-

tions' missions and interrelationship with each one anoti'er.

The AFCOLR annuall'; oublisneS the Air Force Logistics

Research and Studies Progran document. This ,document

contains current or projecteI operated and supoort defi-

ciencies of Air Force weapon systems as identified by Major

Air Commands.

The Logistics Research anI Studies Progran document is

used by Air Force Syst m Commtan (AFSC) to establish

22



r, saarch adl deVel30:nTent progra~ns v'nich address the opera-

tion and support deficiencie s. Offices assigned undJer AFSC,

mnanaginq programs specifically addressing the logistics

needs, are2 located within the AEWAL. AFAAL is composed of

four individual laboratories (materials, avionics, propul-

sion, and flight dynamnics) wqosre mission it is to provide

the technology needed for future Air F'orce syst ,ns and t

assist the Product ivsnsof thoe AFS'~ in -ac iuirii- n

systzems and r solving De oet roblems.

Anothe:-r organizationi within the AFWAL is the ILI'O. 'rh -

ILro is t~ie Air Force advocacy centa r for logistics teconol-

ogy in tne laboratorie2s and i3 r2soo)CnSi'3le ":-) logisti,:S

technology transfe r.

AFCOLR, AF'WAL, and ILPo area alL locateda~ il riit

Patte rson AFB. This allowjed for poers3onal interview.s of

project engiie, rs chosen by i seotiior official witnin e>

:organization. The projtect -2n; be-ers .4ere zsE or t

expertise and know~lge of particular t:?chnolo-)ie:s.

Personal intervie.4s der2 r ff.rr d t-i-: Yy .:ou'l .e

a numbe r of.ifr)EtcnooL r-,I1irLt; oniiejo

nore- time to leeloan unlers3tinji n ; of theonji.3 ~ '~ Ioni

appolications of 2ach thin would hay been or acticil in a

*te:lephone inte rview.Ar

The pro:jec(-t mgin-T0r,3 ow-:?.iI~tin in tin--r

are2a of e~e e a i r f nine st rteli- r-1; I'iv ii; ff ii



controls; materials; anJ power systems. The ain jas -iot to

interview a defined number of people to have a valid statis-

tical sample, but rather to interview people with the knowl-

edge of their organization's specific programs addressing

supportability issues or programs which should address these

issues.

Information Processed

Information gained 'r)in tne inteCVi ws i-cilied: IDW

the research was addressing supportability issues; objective

and scope of the programs; aoplications foc te new tecnno-

ogy; tiimefraine when thz technology would avaLL:ble f-or Ise

in operational air:raft; hiow supportability was defined ani

,neasared; and the level of ernpnasis supportability was

receiving in the program. Areas of aircraft systems which

lacked supoortability researchi were identified.
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Ill. Presentation of Results

Research Questions

Question One. What contracting strategies exist or

should be implemented which would give equal consideration

to supportability, cost, schedule, and performance in the

acquisition process?

Results. This r-search investigated four acluisition

- strategies which could be inplement -d by acquisition progran

management to increase the level of emphasis placed on

supportability in aircraft syst-2n design: (i) competition,

(2) quantified supportability tradeoffs, (3) military speci-

fications, and (4) standardized terminology.

Competition. Cost alone should not be the objective

of competition. Competition should also be used to increase

attention to other aspects of the aircraft system.

Panelists at an Aerospace Education Foundations Roundtaole

held in 1986 concluded that such things as riliability ani

maintainability are other aspects of air-raft svstens thlit

nust be co npet 1 ():5:). reclni a: iLnnov3ti.)n, i _ I i ,

producibility, maintainability, and life cycle costs all

enter into the definition of coinpetition. All of th3e, ,

factors must be weighed in the balan-ce, particularly in

modern aircraft systems which ar usually on the cutting

edge of advanced technology (24:22).
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In a 1974 study the effect of co~npetition on cost of

aircraft replenishment spar !s was investigated. The study

concluded that the net savings from changing from sole-

source to competitive procurements was a function of the sum

of saving realized in procuremnent dollars, procurement iati

costs, administrative costs, quality costs, and reliability

costs. Net savings as a percentage ranged from 10.85 to

17.5 depending on the quantity purchased. The upper valie

of 17.5 percent was associated with larger quantity

purchases (11:82).

For the acquisition progran manager, acquisition str:an-

lining offers the Dotentiil benefits of increasing coinpei-

tion by removing detail=_d (how-to) specifications and

standards before development of the design. In the oast,

contract awarls have been based on who demonstrated the most

knowledge of an] compliance with these specifications ani

standaris without necessarily demonstrating the best 1esijri

proposal. The multitude of so)ecifications and staniaris

inhioit the tradeoffs necessary to achieve ovarall systen

b jectii (3ucn is iftrlaoblity, :)roducibiity, inj

supportability) and contribut- . to subootinum design and

unnecessary acquisition costs (48:16).

Straeamlining is a new approach in which the definition

of detailed technical requi renents is considered an ir tegral

3 art of the design and development process. In the past,

these definitions wer naAi- in the proposal phase when th-r.?
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was a lacK of kno3wledge on th-i specifics of tne design.

Under the streamlining approach, definition of technical

requirements is most properly treated as an element of

contract performance rather than an element of contract

definition (49:5). Policy guidance on acquisition stream-

lining is contained in DOD Directives 5000.43 and 4120.21

and DOD Handbook 2483.

Quantified Supportability Tradeoffs. A oroblen faced

by the Air Force and industry is how to maximize operational

readiness and minimize logistics support costs. This is

difficult to do because the supportability characteristics

of each aircraft system/subsystem affecting readiness are_

uncertain (45:33). Logistics Assessment Methodology Proto-

type (LAMP), and si.nulation models, are available for use by

the SPO and the contractors to reduce the uncertainties in

quantifying supportability requirements.

LAMP is a computer based methodology to qualitatively

evaluate specific technology applications and quantitatively

evaluate its supportability characteristics. The goal of

LAMP is to influence design so the operational objectires of

the weapon system may be achieved while optimizing the use

of constrained supportability resources such as nanpower,

support equipment, and cost. The Logistics Assessment Work

Station (LAWS) provides the capability for acquisition logis-

ticians and other decision makers to query LAMPs for concise

answers to their many iesign and supportibility questi)ns.
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Accessing information fromn LAMPs through LAWS, user3 :nay now

quickly modify design characteristics, adjust operational

requirements, compare design alternatives, and generate

tradeoffs and sensitivities to reflect equal consideration

of supportability, cost, schedule, and performance (15:8).

The successful application of LAMP/LAWS depends on its

integrated use by the SPO, contractors, and the integrated

logistics systems (ILS) management team. The ILS team is a

group within the SPO manned by acquisition logisticians

concerned with support optimization. LAMP needs to be made

a contractual requirement to be used by all agencies

involved in the design and acquisition of new weapon systems

(46).

The qualitative portion of the LAMP methodology will

indicate if it is cost effective to pursue the analysis and

proceed with the quantitative evaluation. If the qualita-

tive evaluation indicates application of LAMP methodology is

not cost effective, an alternative would be to use simula-

tion models. Simulation models would not provide as

thorough an analysis as LAMP. However, simulation models

can be developed inexpensively (relative to LAMPs) to

provide results quickly and accurately.

Simulation models can be used to quantitatively relate

the relationship between supportability for aircraft

J components. This can be done without actually having to

deal with the real 4orld of ciiangjing hardwar . reliability

28
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and noting its imnpact on maintenance and other supportabil-

ity resources. For examole, it is assumed by increasing

component reliability, maintenance workload is decreased.

Workload includes any activity associated with equipment

repair such as: (1) actual equipment repair time, (2) docu-

mentation of repair vork, (3) locating and oriering spare

parts, (4) support equipment s3et-up, and (5) preparing not-

reparable-this-station components for shipnent. This r~la-

tionship between reliability and maintenance workload is

oased on common sense. However, quantifying the required

reliability improvement for a desire d decrease in mainte-

nance workload requires more than just common sense. it

requires knowledge of the support processes. It requires a

relationship be defined between each of the supportability

resources. This is necessary to quantify gains and losses

between resources as changes are made in the support

structure.

A literature search indicated simulation has been used

as a means of quantifying these gains an] losses. McDonnell

Aircraft Comoani was faced with a orolen of .low to nacinlze

operational readiness and minimize logistics support costs

on the F/A-18. The solution they formulated involved using

computer simulation models to predict potential support and

formulate simulation models to prAlict potential support

deficiencies, identify spares cost-reduction opportunities,

and formulate corrective actions to achieve r~adines:3 goaLS
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at the least cost. Model analyses provided infornation to

the company's managers of each logistic element enabling

them to take steps to head off predicted support deficien-

cies (45:33-40).

An Air Force Institute of Technology thesis (31) inves-

tigated the impact of an effective R&M program on mission

capable rates, sortie rates, and maintenance manpower

requirements of Air Force deapon systems. It used a 3inula-

tion model to quantify th-e effects that improved system R&M

had on these other factors.

Simulation modeling could be made a contractual require-

ment as a means by which SPO management could require its

contractors to quantify supportability tradeoffs. The deci-

sion to use simulation must be based on valiuation of tne

model. Also, the decision must be based on the model's

applicability to the elements of interest.

Military Specifications for Supportability. ASD ha-

lo 1-rloped the Avionics/Electronics Integrity Program (AVIP)

to enhance the combat capability and operational suitibility

of weapon systems. This is achiLeved by improving either t:ie

reliability, or the ease and effectiveness of maintenance,

or both, for the avionics/electronic equipment portions of

the weapon system. AVIP is a means for avionics to meet tiie

goals of R&M 2001).

AvionicS: are th_ on,1 3ystems on aircraft in the Air

Force inventory that are maintained with only corrective
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naintenance. All other systems are maintained with both

corrective and preventive maintenance. AVIP will require

that a trade study be conducted to determine the cost effec-

tiveness of performing corrective and preventive maintenance

on the avionics. The decision will reflect what is most

cost effective from the R&M 2000 perspective. The avionics

will be maintained with corrective and/or preventive mainte-

nance based on the results of the trade studies (21).

The AVIP has changed the focus of reliability from "i-

is reliable when it Joes not break" to statistical descrip-

tions of "allowable" in-service failures. The application

of AVIP to future aircraft system acquisitions would require

a commitment from the contractor for "Failure free" opera-

tions of the avionics for a specified time.

AVIP evolved from other integrity programs for engines,

Engine Structural Integrity Program (ENSIP), and for

airframes, Aircraft Structural Integrity Program (ASIP).

These three programs have produced military standards:

MIL STD 1769 Avionics/Electronics Integrity
Program (AVIP) Requirements

.

MIL STD 1783 Engine Structural Integrity Program
(ENS[P) Requir ements

%MIL STrD 1530A Aircraft Structural Integrity
Program (ASIP) Requirements

Future military standaris will be published for software,

mechanical subsystemas, and integrated diagnostics. As

acqdi~ition management tool;, AVIP, ENSIP, ASIP will oe
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inplenente'i tlirough application of these military standards.

The military standards will be required using acquisition

streamlined procedures.

Standardized R&M Requirements. Several :nilL:ry

standards and handbooks (for example, AFR 800-18, DOD Direc-

tive 5000.40, MIL HNBK 217D) have been published to provide

guidance to the Air Force and its contractors on particular

R&M tasks and requirements. But, none of the documents

state what measurements are to be taken to be used to calcu-

late the R&M parameters stated as requirements. Without

specific guidance to provide technical understanding of R&M

requirements and demonstrate the calculation of R&M para-

meters, contractors have not been responsive to the R&M

requirements established in the statement of work (SOW) of

the request for proposal (RFP) (23:39).

The lack of guidance in the R&M arena is a problem

during source selection and, also, throughout the life cycle

of the weapon system. For instance, to apply LAMP metho-lol-

ogy to a particular aircraft system, R&M requirenents must

be defined to serve as "design to" objectiveas. If tnes2

requirements are not defined to mean the same thing to tilie

contractor and the various Air Force agencies involve in

the design of the aircraft system, optimum tradeoffs between]

supportability and cost, schedile, or performance 4ill be

compronised.
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On September 24, 1985, tne Deputl Secretary of Defanse

signed a policy memoradum that commits DOD to the objective

of transitioning from current paper-intensive design and

* logistic processes to a largely automated and integrated

mode of operation for weapon systems entering production in

the 1990's. The Computer Aided Logistic Support (CALS)

Program was established to integrate and manage logistic

automation efforts toward this objective.

CALS program will result in a DOD and industry-wide

design tool and information system for logistics data. CALS

will be maintained and applied to all weapon systems through-

out their lifa cycle. Implementation of the concept of the

CALS program in conjunction with AVIP, ENSIP, and ASIP

requirements could provide the SPO with the acquisition

strategies needed to eliminate ambiguity and misunder-

standings in the interpretation of R&M requirements (7).

The objectives of CALS are to improve: logistics tech-

nical information by applying and integrating data autoina-

tion techniques and standards; accuracy, timeliness, and

uitility of lo-istics technical information; ability of indus-

try to produce weapon systams using computer aided technol-

ogies; and operational weapon system support. With both DOD

and industry using the same logistics data base, and with

logistics information stored and communicated via the

computer, consistent terminology an] definitions should

result.
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CALS will enco-noass many activities of various coritrac-

tors and DOD agencies. For example, the Air Force has

established a management integration office (MIO) at HQ

AFSC/PLX to integrate the technical and programmatic activi-

ties of ongoing CALS developments, initiate additional

efforts where needed, and arrange for the introduction of

new information systems into weapon system programs. The

Air Force Human Resources Laboratory at Wright-Patter~on AFB

is responsible for the development of a computer software

architecture for integrating logistics data bases into a

distributed network of information. Completion of the many

CALS initiatives and integration efforts will be concluded

by 1995.

Question Two. What current or new technologies will

make future aircraft systems more supportable without sacri-

ficing cost, schedule, and performance?

Results. This research investigated eleven advanced

technologies which could be retrofitted on existing aircraft

systems or included in the design of future aircraft systems

to imorove aircraft system suoportabilitv:

1. VHSIC
2. PAVE PACE
3. Self-repairing flight controls
4. Fault-tolerant power systems
5. Ujltra reliable radar
6. Software
7. Advanced structures
8. Transparencies
9. Landing gear

10. Cockpit displays
ii. Engines
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rhe selection of technologies in this thesis was based

on a qualitative evaluation of the potential contribution of

each technology to elininate the problem areas and deficien-

cies identified by the High Reliability Fighter Study, Air

Force R&M 2000 goals, logistics needs, Air Force Systemns

Command, HQ USAF, and Air Force Logistics Command. These

problem areas and deficiencies were identified in the

following discussion of each off the technologies. These

technologies were also selected to cover major systems on

the aircraft. This was done to demonstrate the extent to

which supportability of aircraft systems can be improved by

the appropriate application of advanced technologies.

The application of technologies selected had to result

in at least one of the following: increased reliability,

decreased need for support requirements (i.e., maintenanze

manpower, support equipment, etc.), or decreased maintenance

repair time.

We're on the t-reaholi of ;o nethin marvelous in
aviation. The era of the starfignter is upon us.
I'm not talking about t ,--hnologies of the vy- r
2100. I'm talking about tchnoloqies tiat ire
dith us right now L4:43].

The following is a review of these seleted technologies an-i

their supportability features.

VHSIC. The defense oostjre of the United Stat i

(U.S.) is increasingly based upon tne concept of 'niir:

force that is technologicilL- superior to anV :ot-nti
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adversary. The U.S. use3 t2CnnoLC! .9Y erev r .osible to

ensure it ability to defend against numerically greater

forces. The technology of the integrate circuit nas become

the foundation of tne complex electronic systems that are

employed as force multipliers in our Nation's defense (53).

In the past, the U.S. was able to -naintain a comfort-

able lead in the military applications of integrated cir-

cuit3. However, by the late l 970's it becane aorar:nt thlat

our "comfortable" lead had seriously eroded. As a r iul- ,

the ability of the U.S. to maintain a superior military

force assisted by the earlier access to advanced electronics

technology was in question.

One of the major reasons for this erosion of capabilitv

was that it was taking longer and longer for the DOD to nove

high performance integrated circuits (ICs) from the levilop -

ment phase into military system applications. As a result,

military weapon systems were becoming technologically

obsolete before their useful life had been expended. This

jeopardized the security of the U.S. and resulted in linier

defense costs.

In 1978, DOD initiated VHSIC (very sign soeed inte-

grated circuit) as a tri-service program. The goal of the

VHSIC program is to drastically reduce the delay experianced

by the DOD in getting advanced, state-of-the-art ICs into

mnilitary usage. The VHSrC progran h1as been structurel to io

this within two IC generations.
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"h_ first generation of iCs wa i zonpltd ii 1985 witn

their insertion into an ooerational weapon system, the

AN/AL2-131 electronic warfare system. This generation of

ICs operate at clock speeds of 25 MHz and have an average of

20,000 logic gates per chip. The dimensions of the ICs are

no larger than 1.25 microns.

Develooment efforts on the second generation of ICs

oegan in 1984 and ar . scheduled for completion in 1988. The

second generation of ICs must fneet the following specifica-

tions: operate at 100 MHz; contain from 75,000 to 5 million

logic gates; size of .5 microns; and failure rate of .096

percent/1000 hours.

VHSIC enhances not only system effectiveness but also

system supportability. VHSIC improves reliability through

part count reduction by requiring fewer boards to perform a

function. Also, VHSIC reduces the number of interconnec-

tions with larger, more densely packed ICs. (To a first

approximation reliability is inversely proportional to the

number of interconnects in a system.) Maintainability is

improved through the lse of built-in test on the lCs. Ten

to 30 percent of IC logic is devoted to diagnostics. Wit!i

better built-in test capabilities offered by VHSfC,

requirements for test equipment are reduced.

% Reduction in the size of systems incorporating VHSEC

reduces power requirements. Programmability of the systm

is easier with VHSIC because more circuitry is available for
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logic and menory. This nean3 that nissions can be modified

by software progran changes, rather than replacing hard

aired equipment. Modi-cying software progra.ns can be done

more easily and at lower cost than replacing hard aired

equipment.

As part of the overall VHSIC effort, the VHSIC hardware

description language (VHDL) progran was initiated to estab-

lish an industrial standard for the documentation of the

VHSIC process and products. VHDL will define chip perfor-

mance as required by the military. This will allow a

contractor to design new ICs and use different technologies

to build them but IC performance must follow requirernents of

VHDL. VHDL can be given to any contractor to build an IC.

The existence and application of VHDL eliminates the problem

of sole source procurements and not being able to procure

spares (50; 58).

PAVE PACE. The AF.qAL Avi:3'ics Laboratory has

been aorking since the 1970's to improve the supportability

of aircraft avionic systems. Their first program, Jigitil

avionics information systmn (DAIS), eliminatW 57 Jiffe rnt

data processors fron the Air Force inventory aith the

development of a common data processor. Common Jat- Droces-

sors are now used to perform the functions of the previous

57 different data processors. The conmon data pr)cessor

stopped th2 proliferation of instruction sets and support

software that had been needed for each different data
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processor. With the commion data processor, one set of

support software is used to develop the operational flight

program software. Also, only one instruction set, defined

in MIL STD 1750A, directs how data is to manipulated and

stored by the common data processor.

The PAVE PILLAR program was a fallout of the OAIS

program. PAVE PILLAR was developed to support air raft

operations from deployed locations with a minimum of

support. PAVE PILLAR developed line replaceable nodules

(LRMs) in avionic hardware to suoport a two-level mainte-

nance concept (flightline and depot). Under the PAVE PILLAR

program, the common signal processor was develooed wit! w

same advantages as the comnon data processor.

The thrust of the DAIS and PAVE PILLAR programs was to

develop standards which all new avionics systems have to

meet. This means that as technology advances and new

avionics designs result, these designs can be easily int -

grated into existing avionics architecture with minimal

changes or disruption to system operation and support.

DAIS and PAVE PILLAR adiressi-l sr-anariization ani

modularity of avionic systems. The next step was to addre,3

reliability and fault-tolerance.

The PAVE PACE program is being initiated to take aivin-

tage of new technology to improve the performance and

supportability of future avionics. Only the supoortabiLitv

aspects of this program will. be discussed' furthier.
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Tooff ti goal of-3 tne PAVE PACE" orna

improve theI- reliability and fault-tolerance off th~ivini

syste'nms. Advanced te-chnologies will be evalaat,?i for ~-i

5% contribution to feeting the2Se joal3.

PAVE PACE aill consi-ier the- effcts of the follodving

environmental fa~ctors on avionics re liability:

1. Vibration-it can cause iconnector :oroblenTs.

2. Temperature cyclinj--it : -n -- t r-)v _- i s)3.

3. Dirt/sand contamnination-i-it cani inoact i ~:c

fit of nodules in an avionics b'ox. If notdu.les -mat-

improperly, extremie heat can be jeer.rte-d or :?iris Carl

broken.

4. liectroinagne tic iinpul3-? ( EMI)'ligntninj--it ---n

disrupt/destroy electrical signals an~i zequipnent.

5. Maint~nance handling--it c7an cause bre aks in

electrical connections.

It is these factors ahici PAVE PACE dil aL tt- 'npt

overcome or aliminat.? with the apolicatio-n off advance-i

-Stechno log ies. For e xanple, e lictricaL con);nunL,icmio)n ~o

netal could be raplace-1 diti optizmiL conu.ii r~ul

material other than netal to overcom:)te tnoe ect.i 3 EI

lightning. Wi re -to -w ir e co rinec t i )ns h)- tw n c ir :u i t 7hiosL

could be elimninated( with photolitnoqra:W.ii tech-Iniques

overcome vibration proble-ns. Cir cit Tios( - co uld b- 1le

down instead of bonding ch ips with metal 4ir-~ to tie o)r in t-el

wiring boardI. This could ov.7r-co)ne no-r-? vibraitio-n p~l~s

4;)
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-. tault-tole rlnce scheme2 will be i resatigat 'j to

nonitor the health of ill circuit chips3. Certain chips

would be designated to dtect the failure of the r~maining

chips and to switch chips on and off as needed. This is an

ide-:a that is being conceptualized to allow for lefErred3 main-

tenance without loss of operational effectiveness.

Self-Repairing Flight Controls. The F-15 and

F'-16 flight control s3ystns (FC-S) ar2 characterized by: (1)

many faiLures, an ave2rage of one eve ry 35 hours, (2) co~npl sc

1actuators that nak.e ip 50 percent of thie life2 cycle- cost of

the PCS, and (3) difficult nainterance, an ave rage- of 8.3

iours to diagnose2 problerns. Reported failure3 on the P-15

and F-16 FCS result in mainte-nance personnel riot being able

to duplicate - failures on 31 oe--rcent of the maintenance-

actions. Anothe r 34 percent of th-2 maintenance actions are?

reimovals of serviceable ite ms; components whic, h check out

okay in thle shop. The2 trile FCS failures, at best, result: in

mnission aborts3. One-half of the F-15 and F-16 miss,3on

abort3 arei lue to the FCS. rhe next gene2ration of airc-r-ift

s3uch as tne dvceiTactical Fighte r (ATF) could na\2 -i

s Ilf-repai ring flight control system; (SRFCS) to ove r.comete

problems aSso0Ciate:d with current FOS.

A selfE-repai ring flight control systen r--efe-rs to a

flight control system; 1-hat can tolerate- faiLure-:s. Loss Of

the air-:raft 7can be avo-iIled by activating other contro-l

surf ices to ocr fo)rm in !inconvontionial :-on f iurat ionsth-ru
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:otnpensating for tne EaiL !d conoonent of tile flight cortr-l

sy s ta in

The AFNAL Flight Dynamics Laboratory is responsible for

the develoment of the SRFCS. *rhe SRFCS will include all

control surfaces, on an as needed basis, to complete the

pitch, roll, and yaw motions of the aircraft. An on-boari

computer will be used to provide a real-time reconfiguration

of control surfaces as failures occu- or battle damage i3

sustained by any part of the FCS.

Control surfaces can often function in nore than one

capacity. Real-time computerized reconfiguration will take

advantage of this capability and provide aerodynamic redun-

dancy for the aircraft. This redundancy of control surfaces

eliminates the need for redundancy of servo-electronics in

the actuators driving the control surfaces. Eliminatinj the

redundant servo-electronics not only reduces part count but,

also, reduces the complexity of the actuators.

Aerodynamic redundancy may be explained by example. An

aircraft sustains damage to its rulder. 'With the SRFCS, the

computer senses the degraded capability of the rudder. When

the pilot indicates a turn to the right is to be made, the

computer decouples the roll function of the trailing edge

ding surfaces. The computer then signals the ailerons on

the right win7 that one aileron is to deflect up and the

other down. (The other iilerons ar. left in a standari
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setting.) In this Ray, tne ailerons are used to create the

yaw necessary for the turn the rudder is unable to generate.

The SRFCS program will be completed in 1994. Over the

next seven years many issues will be addressed such as devel-

oping and demonstrating aerodynamic control laws, the strat-

egy for fault detection and isolation of multiple failures,

and degrees of failure under various flight conditions.

The SRFCS can be operated witi the existing electrica

hydraulic system not usedi or in the future witn an electi-

cal system. The SRFCS will be applied to fignter aircraft

and later transitioned to larger aircraft. It will be

designed to be maintained with only two levels of nainre-

nance: flightli,,c and depot.

The Flight Dyna.nics Laboratory has shown through

analysis that FCS improvements on the next generation

fighter could be: increased MTBF to 350 hours; reduce,1

operation and support (O&S) costs by 30 percent; reducel

maintenance manhours per flying hour (MMH/FH) o 80 percent;

and reduced maintenance actions per faiLure fromn 3 to 1.2.

These improvenents ould be reali-ei 4it! t.i-e ,uplizatL q o:

the SRFCS using innovative technologies such as xpet>crt

systeans for maintenance diagnostics ani reconfiguration

(43).

Fault-Tolerant Power Systems. In air raft o:

the year 2000 and beyond, anything or eviously Jone oneuat-

cally or hydraulically 4i11 be done el,ctrically to re-oc-?
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Sdeig-t and life cycle cost. These future electrical stens

dill provide power to such things as fael pumps, air condi-

tioning systems, and computers. They will replace the

hydraulic systems now use for actuation. Because the najor-

ity of operations performed ont he aircraft dill depend on

the electrical systems, these systems must be fully

reliable.

To meet this challenge, the Fault-Tolerant Electrical

Power Systemn (FTEPS) progra.n was iritiated by zhe AWAL Aero

Propulsion Laboratory in 1985. The objective of thie progran

is to develop an electrical power general and distribution

system which will supply electrical power to critical

systems on the aircraft. It will nave reliability and power

4uality level commensurate with the requirements of flight

critical, mission critical, and non-flight critical loads.

Loads refer to those subsystems being suoplied with power.

Ooeration of tne FTEPS will require nininal oilot

action. Limited hardwirzed controls will be provided for

emergency override and for naintenance functions. No iLot

interaction will oe reqoird duri ri normal systeml 03oe i )1.

Primary system control will come fron the power systein

processor (PSP). The PSP ill maintain conplete system

status information and provide these data for display to t'ne

pilot through the -vionics. The avionics will transnit tie

flight phase status, as well -s a natrix of Boolean emx:res-

s ons, representing the desired on/off state oE each load t)
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tne PSP. The PSP will use tnis infornation to innpenent the

load control and load management functions. The load manage-

nent function will ensure that naximum use is made of the

existing system generating capacity by matching load comple-

ment to the capacity and flight phase. The PSP will calcu-

late priority level according to the generating capacity and

the flight phase. The priority level and power riquests

will be implemented (57).

Faults in the electrical system occur for a iumber o

reasons. Adequate protection and controls to prevent .prooa-

gation of these faults within the system will be incor-

porated. Fault isolation and protection will be requir-c to

keep the other normally operating electrical power channels

from being affected and to provide system status to the PSP.

The fault isolation capability will be available whenever

the power system is operating. Information from fault

isolation is available to maintenance personnel thus

simplifying the task of system diagnostics and reducing the

need for support equipment.

Current power systems use a larje number of cable and

conectors. The application of the FTEPS eliminates many of

these (for exanpi-., 15.5 miles of wi re on the A-7D) by

replacing them with a multiplex data bus.

The advantage of redundancy is gained from switching or

reconfiguring the power system b, tween subsystems as demands

for power change. This redundancy results in a decr:?as,-I
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probability of power failure. It is expectad that the

probability of power failure will be 100 tines l2ss than the

probability of load failure.

The majority of the technology used in the FTEPS

program is currently in place. What remains to be developed

outside of this program is solid-state power controllers

which supply above 10 amps. What remains to be done on the

FTEPS program is system integration and writing the computer

software for controlling the power system (56).

Ultra Reliable Radar. To successfully meet the

warfighting requirements in the year 200) and beyond, the

Air Force has projected a need to operate its fighter

aircraft from widely-dispersed, austere bases where little

or no maintenance support will be available. This means

that internal systems must be able to store failures and

defer maintenance as long as possible. The radar system has

been a high failure item in current aircraft systems such as

the F-15 whose radar had a MTBF as low as 40 operational

hours in the 1980's. The radar subsystem requires consider-

able improvements in reliability an maintainability if its

host aircraft is to operate from reinote/austere bases. The

AFWAL Avionics Laboratory is funding a program to do just

that. The Ultra Reliable Radar (URR) program is to develop

tne next generation radar technology which will be applic-

able to the ATF and F-15/F-16/B-IB update programs.

,.%
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increasing availability and lowering support costs ar2 t~o

nain objectives of tiie TRR program.

Major subsystems of the URR are the common signal

processor (CSP), solii-state phased array antenna (SSPA),

and receiver/stalo (stable local oscillator). The CSP is

used by the URR as a general purpose signal processor. The

processor is designed in accordance vith MIL STD 1750A to be

used in electronic 4arfare, comnunic7ation/navigation, radar,

or electro-optic applications. The URR deveLopmient qill

capitalize upon the solid state phased array technology and

very high speed integrated circuit (VHSIC) technology.

These and otner emerging technologies will be integrated

into a fault-tolerant architecture which is caoable of oeinj

supported by two levels of maintenance (fligntline and

depot). This is expected to yield a radar whose reliability

of 400 nours MTBF is 10 times that of today's F-15 radar.

Reliability improvements will be achieved by inluiaiig

redundant line replaceable modules (LRM) in the CSP and

receiver/stalo. The relundant LRMs reolace failed LRMs

duriig autonatic reconfijuration. Reconfiguration i3 t:me

same type of strategy used in the fault-tolerant power

system and self-repairing flight control system. Reconfigur-

ation is controlled by integrated BIr/FIT (built-in test,/

fault-tolerant t ti) .il reconfiguration software in an

on-board computer.
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Maintainability improvements include deferred

maintenance for enhanced supportability at austere sites.

This is achieved through automatic reconfiguration and

fault-management software. Also, graceful degradation is

designed into the SSPA to reduce maintenance requirements.

Up to five percent of the SSPA modules can fail and yet

still allow the SSPA to meet military specifications.

IT/FIT will decrease the tine it takes for maintenance

personnel to perform system diagnostics and reduce the need

for support equipment. This program is evaluating the

application of tilne stress management devices for the

resolution of "retest ok" and "cannot duplicate" at the

depot maintenance level (37).

Software. Typically, supportability of aircraft

systems has been concerned with hardware. This is zhangig

as software consumes more and more of the DOD budget (cur-

rently 10% and growing exponentially). The ultra rei[ol

radar, self-repairing flight control system, and fiult-

tolerant power system art_ examles of increas.d us o

software. Entire fleet. a, ai rcr~ft a roin.i._ I -

error require a closer look '3- taken at softdir_ s: '-

bility.

It has to be *-:te that softwar? il[ o- r

added to, and/or changed over the lif _tine zf t -, i P

aircraft. In the 1970's, as the .r raft niir, tF I- n,

or hardware changed, softWare 413 nofif~iei o.. :i ii 1 1
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to an entire software programn. Even to correzt Egr an

error, many changes were cequirel throughout the .oftar:_

program. This was costly and inefficient. The original

software and any modifications were also poorly documented

making changes even more difficult.

The Air Force realized from its experiences in the

1970's that software must be designed to be supportable.

Tradeoffs between performance factors such as speed of

processing and supportability factors such as modular coding

were a necessity. With modular code, an error could be

corrected by a change to a software module rather than to

the entire software progran.

The Defen3e Department has an initiative to design a

computer superlanguage called Ada. It may be the solution

to the software supportability problem experienced by the

Air Force and other services. It is expected to save the

Pentagon billions in software maintenance and software

inventories. It would replace as many as 400 distinct

languages throughout a whole range of applications--

everything from automnatic data processing (ADP) to int-.rial

guidance to other embedded weapon systems to artificial

intelligence. It would be machine-independent, portable,

and easy to maintain (33).

Ada is a high order language (HOL) that i user

friendly. It is replacing machine code and assembly

languages which are nuch harde(r to document then 4da.
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rwo new DOD 1i--:ctiv-s W,-c-3 issued in March, 1987, that

nake Ada nandatory for all new or upgraded weapons and ADP

software. The DOD's Ada Joint Program Office readily admits

that qhile the directives are in place, there are still

stumbling blocks. Many system program managers have found

ways to stall Ada's advance either by getting waivers fro-n

the directives or by drafting their request for proposals

(RFPs) in such a way that Ada is not suitable.

Virginia Castor, Director of the Ada Joint Progra:n

Office, says much of the blame for Ada stonewalling has to

lie with industry. "It's not so much that the progran

manager has slowed Ada down. He's being influenced by

contractors looking to protect their research and

development (R&D) funds." DOD owns the copyright on Ada ani

therefore precludes many contractors from claiming R&D

reimbursements for their software tools, Ms. Castor says.

As a re-salt, "it's the contractors who convince the progra.n

managers that Ada won't work for their applications," she

adds. "And once the program manager is sold off Ada, the

contractor can sell nim on softvare packages owned by ti;e

contractor" (33).

If Ada is to be used, support softwar? is require-d to

mesh the software code in the HOL with computer hardwar2.

The advantage gained fron support soft iare is tnat software

code can be written independent of its hardware aplicati,)n.

This mean3 that any contracto)r can now write software for

-3,)
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tne Air Force. Where-as, in the oast, softrare could oe

written only by the contractor who supplied the hardware

(35)

Advanced Structures. In 1981, the Air Force

Logistics Command started sending operational supportability

oroblems to AFCOLR in the form of logistics needs. The

logistics needs which deal with aircraft structures ar-_

forwarded by AFCLOR to tihe AFWAL Flijht Dynainics Laborat:ry

for a solution. Structural improveinent of operational

aircraft is an on-going program initiated in 1981 oy the

Flight Dynamics Laboratory to develop structural components

with optimized supportability characteristics. These new

structures are targeted as re-placenents for structures

causing the operational supportability problems.

Under the structural improvement of operational

-. aircraft program, a new center section leading edge flao for

the A-7 was developed. The original flap had an average

service li fe of 1361) hours. An investigation of the ,nI ss in

environment of the A-7 reveale-I vibration was the cause of

early flao failures. The ree ig e?,3 t? 1 's an oe -2
service life of nore than 100,000 ,ours. The inzreasei lite

is achieved with the aprlic ation of integral damping technol-

ogy and a redesign of the internal flap structure.

Integral damping technology is a orecess 4herehy an

adhesive and netal are bonded togetner to danpen vibrati)n.

Metals3 have no dainpin r properties ani tr-nsf r any vioriti mn

%1



throughout te entire~ structure2. whn n2tal.3 r bon1i to

an adhe siva with viscotelastic damping properties, t'.e-

vibration is absorbed by the viscotelastic material. This

minimizes the amount of vibration transE~rr~d to thie

remaining structure.

Another structural improvzement effort is on thle 7--L

outooard spoiler. The orijinal i-esigi Of t-,Iz 3001L-r Ii,!e

been made in th a 1960)s b e for-e so !ndri 4-1v e3 ,- er .:n -3i , r

as a so u r,: oft acous t ic vi1oca -i )i. A re e;.n 2 3 1J71i-

incorporating integral damping ani suoperL)Istic to rn In

technolo gie s in cr-eased se-2rvi ce ifEe f romn 1 ,40,) 9o 83

nours and reduced bic )rt y 93 per enc.

Sup e r,-astic for'ning is a manufacturing en~e~

fo rm parts into detailed f inal 3napes. Th-e forning L3bn

inder nigh pressures and tenperatures. Find."ng teCot:"2

combination of temperat~ure and pr-esure und'er 4 to 1lo

th~is forming i; a diff~icul:- task. To daze i: s oen:

successfully accomplished with' alurinuri and titan~ri.

Parts are typically manufactur--'i in to :ono)!e'< S,1ao &3 011

joining a se2ries of smaller and m3LiuL!e nezU ie~i i:

rivets ani fasteners. Trhe buiLt-up sLitre~;3Jc)oL

to corrosion and fatigue damage.

Super)asticalll formed structures ofer nanv uora

bility advantages. These stracturres redluc. ort count .)V

-eIitLinlatLng the? needI for fastene-rs3 andi rivetsi to) nanufi-,tur-e

* ~complex shapes. Reduced part.; Count, in turn, crse
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-naintenance task titne. Anotonr 0-nefit Dt superplasticail,

formed structures is their corrosion resistance. These

integral structures are water impregnable. Also, the
absence of rivet and fastener hole eliminates the potential

fracture sites where fatigue cracks originate.

The Flight Dynamics Laboratory is also sponsoring the

supportable hybrid structures program. Under this program,

supportability improvements are coequal to performance and

cost. The program will establish a data base for air:raft

,naterial selection based on least cost, most supportable,

and best performance to be achieved for a given application.

The program will evaluate the supportability aspects of:

advanced materials; composites and metals; joining methods;

aircraft battle damage; manufacturing techniques; super-

plastic forming; and repair procedures for peace and

4artiine. This program is targeted for completion in 1991.

The results will be given to the A'rF SPO (6; 41; 42).

Transparencies. In the early 1970's, the Air

Force was losing, on the average, one F-1ll every eleven

months. The cause was due to biris striking the canoi..

Transparencies were then developed to keep birds fron

dainaging canopies but these had poor optical qualities.

Pilots could not set? through the canopy well-enough.

Another devwlopnent effort was funded to improve optical

quality. The difficulty Ait t s irn ) I I-it eFforts to
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address inhividual -roblens da3 that an optimum cano)y

design was never realized.

Canopies are composed of a frame and transparency. The

transparencies are formed as a composiLa. Each later of the

composite serves a particular purpose. For example, one

layer may be for protection against laser hardening with

another layer to improve optical quality.

The F-1ll, F-16, T-38, F-4, A-7, and B-1 have all

required retrofit canopies. This is because of a mismatch

between the transparency qualities which were needed to fly

the mission. Each aircraft requires a transparency with a

certain set of qualities which include any or all of the

following: hail, lightning, and birdstrike protection;

laser, chemical, and microwave hardening; radar cross

section reduction; optical quality; and cost of ownership.

The AFWAL Flight Dynamics Laboratory recognized that

transparency technolojies cannot be developed to solve

individual problems independent of the overall requirenents

of the air:raft mission. The problems had to be solve! ;ith

all factors considered. The mission integrated transparncy

system (MITS) program was sponsore.I by the AF4AL Flight

Dynamics LAboratory to develop an optimum transparEncy. The

program is to blend specific technologies together to feet

thp requirenents of a given mission. The technologies will

come from lessons-learned on past transparency retrofit
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efforts. An optinum tr-insparency will consider the need,. of

ootn the aircrews and the maintainers.

The objectives of trhe MITS program are to improve

optical qualities of, increase life of, and reduce the cost

of transparencies. Also, easier maintenance procedures will

be developed. This dill results in a transparency 'which

represents a good balance betw.een supportability and perfr-

mance features.

Also, under this progra.n, the metal frame for the trans-

parency will be replaced by so~ne type of hybrid composite

(for exa.nple, kelvar/glass epocy). The comoosite fraine has

potentially many advantages over the metal frame. The

composite frame dill be l ss expensive and lighter deigt.

In the past, the metal franes were only supplied by airfrane

contractors. This made spare parts har,1 to get. A variety

of sources for the comoosite frame exist to manufacture the

frame ani to provide spare parts.

The MITS progra,n is projected to be completed by 1995.

At that time, the canopy designs for an air-to-air fighter

and :iir-to-1romin:i er dIL ne conLmt-. The orocedur.s

dill exist to design cafno,)ies for other aircraft and

missions (22; 47).

Landing Gear. Laniinj 1ear nust be overhauled

frequently due t, corroion o 3tructural components. The

overhaul facility for anWin4 at Ogden Air Logistics Center

cites corrgsion as t- ntimb-r one r-ison for condemnati)n of



landing gear conponent3. The oreventive maintenance

schedule for C-141 landing gear is iriven by corrosion

requiring overhaul ev--ry two years. These condemnations and

requirements for frequent preventive maintenance are drivar.;

to replace corrosive metals with noncorrosive? advanced

materials.

The AF4AL Fli~gnt Dyna~ni-7s Laborator y is ,mana~ging a

orolgran, Low Life Cyc I --os-t Landii Gear, to investigate

the eventual replacernent of 300M high strength steel and

aluminum with titanium matrix composite (TMC) lan-ling gear

comoonents. A very high strength naterial is needed for

landing gear. Titanium has been built-up as a mnetal natfi<

composite to achieve that strength. The objective of the

Low Life Cycle Cost Landing Gear program is to verify: it

is possible to fabricate landing gear components from TMC;

rMC is strong enough; it can be mated to other comoonent3 off

the landing gear. It i-3 anticioatel TMC will have a higier

acquisition coit but much lower operation support (O&S)

costs so overall Life Cycle Cost will be lower with TMC roan

with conventirnal -inding gear aterials.

One major benefit of TMC for landing gear structural

components is the potential it offers to reduce the number

of both scheduled anI unscheduled maintenance actions. Thi s

could p, tentially increase reliability by 30 percent. The

number of scheduled maintenance actions are dareasei by

relucing oeriodic inspection for structural integrity and
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for corrosion. The namber of unscheduled1 maintenance

actions are decreased by reducing failures due to fatigue,

overstress, and stress corrosion.

When a TMC component is removed for repair or inspec-

tion, a number of current maintenance procedures can be

omitted because of titanium's noncorrosive properties. In

complex areas, considerable desassembly is require1 to

inspect for corrosion. This is especially serious in lu!ri-

cation passages, threaded connections, lug faces, and press

fit joints. During overhaul, all paint and surface finishes

must be removed to inspect for corrosion, and corrosion

inspections, become unnecessary. Finally, corrosion

removal, done by air-powered equipment, hand polishing, or

machining, is also eliminated.

Maintainability of TMC landing gear improves because of

fewer and simpler maintenance procedures. Although no quan-

tifiable data can be developed at this tine for maintenance

reduction, it should be at least comparable to the reliabil-

ity improvement.

Another aspect of this progran is an investigation of

how to reduce periodic maintenance. It consists of 1evel-

oping an advanced landing gear system and it comnpone2nts.

The following parameters may be measured by this system and

displayed to both aircrew and ground personnel: tire,

strut, antiskid brake, and arresting hook damper pressures;

strut oil lev-el; brake wear; brake temperatur,_; and weight
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and balance infornation. This system will oe available in

the mid-1990's for aircraft application (36).

Another technology the AFWAL Flight Dynamics Laboratory

is investigating for the High Reliability Fighter is radial

tier designs. Radial tires provide longer life, require-

less maintenance, and offer reduced weight over current bias

tires. Designs exist for select aircraft but this is not

yet a mature technology (35).

Cockpit Displays. There are thousands of bits

of information needed by the military pilot to fly today's

sophisticated aircraft. Mechanical needle indicators

require an excessive amount of space in the cockpit to

display all required information. These mechanical indica-

tors also do not display the information in a format that is

easily read by a pilot constantly bombarded with inforna-

tion. What is needed is graphic display of information for

the pilot to read more quickly.

Cathode ray tubes (CRTs) replaced mechanical needle

indicators to provide graohic displays. But CRTs still

required too much soace in the aircraft and they aere not

reliable. The life of CRTs in operational air:raft ranged

from 200 hours to 2000 hours and they failed catastrophic-

ally (they either worked or they did not 4ork). In an

attempt to overcome the shortcomings of mechanical needle

indicators and CRTs, the AFWAL Flight Dynamics Laboratory

has been investigating alternative technologies.
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Tne alternative technologies ar2 light eitting diodes

(LEDs), liquid crystals, electroluminescence, and flat panel

CRTs. These technologies can be packaged into "flat"

displays requiring only one-fifth the area occupied by

conventional displays. The alternative technologies can

function in the capacity of multifunction displays. This

further reduces the number of separate display unit3 in the

cockoit and makes inore efficient use of the display units

used (34).

An LED is in principle a simple semiconductor device.

LED display devices are used in conmercial .applications such

as hand-held calculators and watches. LED displays are

suitable for aircraft and otner nilitary applications in

part because of their high reliability. The MTBF of an LED

flat panel display is estinated at 10,000 nours. The LED

display generally fails gradually, as opposed to the

catastrophic failure which can occur with tube displays.

LEDs can be constructed of arbitrary size and shape. The

major disadvantage of flat panel displays is their higier

ower consumption (51:289-331).

A liguid crystal display (LCD) is a nonenissive dislaif

normally viewed in reflection. This means tiat there nust;

be a reflecting medium behind the display. Its function is

to return light to the viewer so that he can perceive

changes. Nonenissive displays havy two basic advantages

over LEDs: (1) they regIuire nuch l ows ower to operate, andI
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(2) they do not 4ash out in high ambient light. The term

washout refers to the loss of contrast in a light-emitting

display. Disadvantages associated with LCDs in military

applications are: poor brightness; limited sharpness;

limited color capacity; and low reliability (51:415-457).

Flat CRTs are devices which use an electron beam

hitting a phosphur as the method of light generation. Thus,

all such devices must n.ave a method for generating the

electron beams. This portion of thie device is called a

cathode. The technology for flat CRTs is limited by the

capability to miniaturize the cathode. There are many advan-

tageous characteristics of flat CRTs which makes its devel-

opment worthwhile. Their speed of response and resolution

are capable of satisfying the requirement of a pilot for tne

presentation of high-quality, dynamic imagery. They have

few parts and require as little as seven connections. The

CRTs are versatile--one design can be used for a wile number

of applications with little or no design change. They are

reliable, have long life, are relatively inexpensive, and

fabrication of the tube is amenable to mass production

(51:138-236).

Electroluminescence (EL) is the emission of light fron

a polycrystalline phosphur solely -ue to the application of

an electric field. It is of sinple construction resulting

in lower production costs than competing technologies. EL

is characterized by low power requirements, gracefal

i. z<''"-. ; .:< X.< ,< "<: .*.Z"" " .., " '.- : :. . .: i : ; ; : :. .. "";;:.6'1:,_



degradation, and long lifE. The disadvantage of EL is Poor

readability in sunlight (51:237-287).

Each of these technologies is being researched for

applications in retrofitted and next generation aircraft

systems. These application include: Cockpit and

helmet-mounted dislays; switches; and lighting inside tie

aircraft.

Engines. The AF,4AL Aero Propulsion Laborato/r

has an Advanced Technology Engine Gas Generator (AFEGG)

program which tests new technologies to deinonstrate they

4ill operate as expected in the hostile engine environment.

The ATEGG's have specific performance goals to meet 4ith

supportability being a desired outcome. There is no "ultra

reliable" engine effort under ATEGG but some of the new

technologies in ATEGG could result in a more supportable

engine.

Three technologies developed by engine contractors or

other countries are being transitioned into ATEGG. These

technologies are undergoing testing because they offer signi-

ficant perforinance uinprovements but they also offer sone

significant 3uportability improvements.

1. Dry Tube Bearings. The bearings are .. ade of

nonmetals such as ceramic or glasses. These bearing elini-

nate liquid lubrication requirement- and offer the potential

of operating temperatures to 1500OF compared to the 350'F

limit currently imposed by liquid lubricants. Elimination
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of liguid lubrication means one lass servicing requirenent

imposed on maintenance personnel. The technology availabil-

ity date for dry lube bearings is the year 2000. They will

begin testing in ATEGG by the early to mid-1990's.

2. Ceramic materials. Application of these

materials in engines will allow operation at higher

temperatures without the need for cooling. Turbine blades

and vanes are prime candidates for the application of

ceramics. Currently, such blades and vanes are cooled by

air passed through a multitude of cooling holes machined

into the blade or vane. This results in an expensive and

life limited (the cooling holes represent fracture sitas)

component. With the use of ceramics, these blades and vanes

no longer require cooling, and becone less expensive- to

fabricate, and increase the life of the component. Cerani:
,'S

components will be available for test in ATEGG by the late

1990' s.

3. Brushed seals. This t.-chnology is replacement

for knife edge and face seals. Brushed seals are "suoer"

stiff enabling them to withstand overloads while nmaintaining

tight clearances. Seals are a frequent remove and replace

item in engines. Brushed seals offer the potential for

reducing, remove and replace maintenance actions because of

their longer useable life. This technology will be tested

in ATEGG in 1988. It is projected to be in production early

in the 21st century (26; 27).
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IV. Conclusions and Recommendations
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supportability. They w~ilL ftnua Lc :r ne tcnol

3gies and new air::raft. VHSIC techinology was originially

developed to improve the performance of data and signal

processors. During vHSTC devralopment, supportability of

weapon systems became important. VHSIC technology vas thIen

viewed froin both a performance and supportability per30e'-

'ki V'-e. As a re2sult, reliability improvements ver2 r~alized

in such progra-ns a.3th ultrai rel iable raiar WhI- icn ' us1s:12

VHSIC technology. The sma~lle-r I~s used on thiis radiar-

results in extri space to include aidi zional 12s forrel-

dancy. The SRFCS benefits fromn the new supoortailit%7

-perspectiv-2 OE -VSIC'- cy using it to deve1l'oo an advanlced-

-system2, diagnostics capabilit y. SPOs snould viesA all

advanced technologie s froin both a supportability and a

- performance -ersoectivt: to mnaxi.nize2 the payoff to be

* realized fr-)n the technologies.

Deve loping advancedl te- -hnologi,2s to inprov-2uor~o

* ~ity may significantly change the design of future i- rat

Appli:-tio-n of t.ie-- SRPCS- may be2 one: of toet?cnnjroLoLe

4nicri wilL rei>t a rai.1 caj inAir~rAf: e;q-

The selfE-repai ring ff. jnt controls mtay o? mor-2e

when used in re -conifigurationi condlitions if T-han.J 3 ar? nal?

to the function, location, an] de sign of ae-r(-lynAni: -rr

- surface2s.

Advance I t--! :hnologies shouldi bEfo Ilow-l b~th S si

the technologie s conitinue- through ilvancel.ieloen
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qrograns ari.1 await iri :lIuiori in tnri uesi gn of f itur:

ai r:ra ft sy st :nms Supportable- aircraft are possi-)Ie 4h2

technologies ar-3 .esi.3neJ to be supportable -an .4hemn iS

technologies ar3 transitoned early into the de:2sa.gn pnas. of

aircraft syst-3rns.
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Abstract

The importance of high reliability systems in the
national defense strategy of "force multiplier" is
paramount. Currently, the Air Force has adopted ReliabiLity

L and Maintainability (R&,M) 2000 as a management poLicy to
achieve high reliabilitie-,. However, there are' te, methodls
being implemented which can improve the measures of
reliability. One method used with success by satellite
systems is the use of expensive, but highly reliable class
electronic parts as opposed to the class B parts used in
avionics and ground electronic systems. A methodology for
determining the improvement of systems' Mean Time Between
Failure (MTBF) was developed. Additionally, the impact of
improved system MTBF along with higher acquisition costs as
a result of using class S parts was analyzed in a life cycLe
cost model. The results obtained in this research inuicate
that class S parts have the potential to significantly
increase MT3F while actually lowering life cycle costs.
Recommendations for follow-on research are given.
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